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Torrents.Q: What is a reasonable security token timeout to use for Windows Phone 7? The challenge
I'm getting myself into is that I've got an app using Windows Phone 7 that will be communicating
with a web site that will be having form submissions taking place on their side of the app-to-site
interaction. What I'm worried about is if the user has their phone locked up, is typing their PIN or
password in, they then have to also type it into the form. I've come up with 3 solutions: Don't require
authentication/authorization - leave blank Set a default timeout of 0 seconds (no timeout) Set a
reasonable default timeout - say 1 minute The former solution seems easy, but I've got doubts about
allowing no authentication, as the default authentication policy appears to be valid for for only a few
seconds. I've seen the third solution being recommended elsewhere, but all the examples used are
for services that don't need any token, so the advice may be for something a little different. A: I'd
rather have just require authentication and send a token as an async request. I'd also look into
whether or not you need to authenticate each request to the site. If they're all doing the same thing
(eg. posting to the site etc.) then there's no point sending authentication on each one.
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